In this note we shall prove that the generalized homology theory known as oriented bordism [l] cannot be derived from an underlying chain theory. This will follow from our main theorem which characterizes those generalized homologies which arise from chain theories.
Consider a covariant functor L from the category of finite CW-pairs to the category of chain complexes. (2) the derived homology functor is a generalized homology theory. By (2) we mean that the derived homology functor satisfies the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms except possibly for the dimension axiom. We now state our principal result. Thus the derived homology theory is uniquely determined by its coefficient groups fe,(pt), and is always trivial. In particular it will follow that oriented bordism cannot be derived from an underlying chain theory.
Our proof is an exercise in the use of acyclic models; for the appropriate definitions we refer to Eilenberg-MacLane
[2] and to Spanier [3, p. 165]. We shall need the following variant of acyclic models.
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Definition.
A space M is point-like with respect to L if and only if e: M-->pt induces an isomorphism e*: /j*(lf)~fc|,.
We denote by 2ft a collection of point-like models. Note that we may consider F: Kn(x<y)-^Ln(xo) as given since F=f.
We shall obtain splittings The splittings are obtained by considering i: x0->Af, identifying it(K(x0)) with K(x0). We thus obtain F: Kn(M)->Ln{M) with
We extend F to all K"(X) in the following standard way. Let Kn(Xy be the free abelian group generated by all pairs (0, m) where 0: M->X is a map of a model into X and m£zKn(M).
There Let S(X, A) denote the singular chain complex of (X, A) and recall that each Sn(X) is representable with model the standard w-simplex. We shall consider a free chain complex C and associate with each pair (X, A) the chain complex S(X, A)®C. Then (S(X)®C)n is seen to be representable with models the set of standard simplices. By the homotopy axiom for h(X) =H(L(X)), the standard simplex is pointlike with respect to L. If there exists an integer N with C" = 0 for n<N, then it follows from Lemma 1 that a given chain map f: 5(pt) ® C -> Z- (pt) can be extended to F:S(X, A) ®C-+L(X,A).
We shall now choose the complex C. Let the abelian group hn(pt) have free resolution 0 <-A"(pt) <-F0 <-/?!<-0 and then take C to be the chain complex p+q=m For X = pt and A empty this is easily seen to be an isomorphism for each m. But if a natural transformation of homology theories is an isomorphism on the coefficient groups in each dimension it is then an isomorphism for each finite CW-pair (X, A). The theorem follows.
